The Future of Digital Orthodontics
Doctor Brochure
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We are a company founded by
orthodontists, for orthodontists. It’s
at the core of everything we do.
In the small town of Warrenton, Virginia I grew up in a household that
revolved around dentistry. Dad was an orthodontist, Mom was a general
dentist, so naturally I became interested in the field and began assisting
my father after school. I would watch him bend a lot of wires and
reposition brackets and I was always curious as to why. Even before
residency, it was easy to appreciate the value of customization and
the impact it can have on each treatment.
The orthodontic profession and industry have gone through some major
changes since assisting my father. Technology has advanced dramatically,
corporate consolidation and direct to consumer options are a reality, and
new consumer expectations have evolved. This is why I believe it’s one of
the most exciting times to be an orthodontist. These changes present an
opportunity. It’s more important now, than ever before, to transition to a
fully digital business model; one that meets the needs of the new consumer,
while delivering on the high clinical expectations of an orthodontist.
When Lou Shuman, DMD, CAGS, and I founded LightForce Orthodontics in
2015, our goal was to create a company that was laser focused at listening
to orthodontists. We are proud to now help orthodontists across North
America be the engineer and architect of the smile, while providing the
convenience and experience the new consumer expects. Join us on
our journey. It is your partnership that drives this engine.
Best Regards,

DR. ALFRED GRIFFIN III, DMD, PHD, MMS C
CEO & Founder
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“It’s more important now, than
ever before, to transition to a
fully digital business model;
one that meets the needs of the
new consumer, while delivering
on the high clinical expectations
of an orthodontist.“
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Benefits of a Digital Practice
A new level of efficiency, customization, and convenience.

SCA L A BL E & EFFI CI ENT
Many doctors experience fewer and shorter patient visits. Custom programing, and a
fully digital workflow can enable orthodontists to reach new levels of efficiency without
sacrificing quality or comfort.

OPT IMIZE D FOR ORTHODON T ISTS
A digital practice enables an orthodontist to work at the top of their
credentials. Digitizing the office workflow allows orthodontists to delegate
tasks and allows doctors to prioritize diagnosing and treatment planning.

DI G I TI Z I NG ORTHODONTI C APPLIAN CE S
Bring planning simplicity, practice efficiency, and scheduling cadence
seen today in your aligner workflow into the world of fixed appliances.
Enjoy the benefits of digital planning for all your cases, aligners or fixed.

PRACT ICE DIFFEREN TIATOR
Practices with more advanced digital capabilities are more likely to
meet their consumer’s expectations. Consumers value convenience and
look to the adoption of modern tools to guide their buying decisions.

MEETI NG PATI ENT EXPECTATION S
A digital experience is no longer a nice-to-have, it is an
expectation. Patients today have grown up in a digital world and
seek that same digital experience in everything that they do.
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Our Digital Workflow
A comprehensive end-to-end solution that
seamlessly integrates into your practice.
S CA N
Digital scan of patient
using most in-office scanners.
P LA N
LightForce professionals deliver your custom
LightPlan for review and approval.
MANUFACTURE
After LightPlan approval, custom 3D-printed “appliances”
are usually delivered within 10-12 business days.

DEL IVERY
Custom indirect bonding LightTrays
allow you to bond the appliances
easily and precisely.

MO NITOR
Quick and infrequent
appointments to efficiently
manage each LightForce
case similar to other
digital treatment options.

STE P 1

ST E P 2

ST E P 3
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ST E P 4

ST E P 5

OUR TECHNOLOGY

Bracket prescriptions
have evolved. Welcome
to the world of tooth
prescriptions where

one size fits one.
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01: THE SOFTWARE
INTUITIVE DIGITAL TREATMENT PLANNING

TREATMENT SOFTWARE
BY LIGHTFORCE

You design the smile,
we design the appliance.
No more installing software, our web-based platform enables you
to create, adjust, and approve treatment plans in minimal time.
With complete control of every aspect of the treatment plan and
a simple cloud-based interface for adjustments and approvals,
the proprietary LightForce software system empowers the
clinician every step of the way. Move teeth, not brackets.
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3D CONTROLS

AVAILABLE DIAGNOSTIC TOOLS:

Superimposition
IPR & Spacing
ARCH WIRE DEFLECTION

Occlusal Contact
Animation
Initial v. Final View
Arch Wire Deflection
Bracket Position
3D Tooth & Segment Control

SUPER IMPOSITION

MM Grid
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02: OUR HARDWARE

BRACKETS BY
LIGHTFORCE

The world’s first & only
fully-customized
3D-printed bracket.
ADVANTAGES OF CUSTOMIZATION
. Fully custom bases mirror individual tooth morphology,
eliminating the need for excessive adhesive
. Complete freedom of motion without relying on the FA point
. Accurate straight wire expression of custom bracket programming
. Precise custom programming can reduce round tripping
GOALS OF THE LIGHTFORCE SYSTEM
. Eliminate wire bending
. Eliminate repositioning
. Reduce emergency appointments
. Enhance scheduling efficiencies
. Increase case profitability
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Rewriting the ortho textbook.
LightForce customization offers a new level of flexibility
and biomechanical possibilities.

MD AUTONOMY
. Maintain ideal rotation from most bracket positions with full autonomy
. Retain intended straight-wire programming
. Avoid occlusal interferences
. Bond crowded teeth when FA point is not clinically accessible

3D PRIN T E D S LOT P R E C I S I ON :
. LightForce bracket slot walls are highly
accurate without the divergence and
excessive play typically seen in injection
molded slots
. Available slot sizes are .018, .020, .022,
and any bi-dimensional variation
. Chamfered slot walls designed to
prevent archwire binging, notching,
or crimping
. Low-friction ceramic brackets due
to the 3D-printing process

VERTICAL AUTONOMY
. Position incisally or gingivally to the FA point, while maintaining
desired torque
. Avoid occlusal interferences on the lower teeth
. Intrude or extrude teeth without changing the RX
. Complete control and design of the smile arc
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. Higher torque strength when compared
with traditional ceramic brackets
. Custom breakaway bases designed
from the labial convexity of the tooth
. 100% mechanical base with
Under-LocTM system for
superior retention

03: OUR HARDWARE

IDB TRAYS
BY LIGHTFORCE

A highly advanced
indirect bonding
system utilizing 3D
printing technology.
The LightTray is a patient-specific indirect bonding (IBD) tray 3D
printed from a proprietary material. This IDB jig is the result of
at least seven 3D algorithms unique to LightForce, all intended
to optimize the clinical user experience and bonding accuracy.
LightTray is only available for LightForce braces.
Segmented as needed by case with custom release angles
Cuspid extension for added vertical stability on anterior segments
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IDB WITH BRACKETS IN THE TRAY

01

Recessed lingual edge for
easy adhesive application

01

IDB OCCLUSAL VIEW
02

Flat Occlusal surface on
all segments for vertical
accuracy application

02
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04: OUR HARDWARE

Revolutionary custom
bite turbos that maximize
the benefits of 3D printing
precision.
BITE TURBOS
BY LIGHTFORCE

LightForce TurboTrays aid in the patient’s bite correction.
TurboTrays can be used functionally to correct deep bites or to
help avoid occlusal interferences by opening the patient’s bite.
Provided in customized transfer trays
Available on centrals or cuspids
Can be bonded pre or post bracket placement
TurboTrays may be suggested by LightForce technicians or be
available on request
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Using the hinge axis and
digital planning, Lighforce
bite turbos are designed
to open the patient’s bite
the desired amount to
avoid excessive and
undesired bite opening.

Making your virtual experience a reality.
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Why LightForce

C LI N I CA L
Custom treatment for each patient
Accurate, predictable treatment outcomes
Precise expression of custom programming
Optimal bracket positioning from day one, reducing round-tripping

If you are interested in learning
more about LightForce,
please email our team at
sales@lightforceortho.com
or visit our website
www.lightforceortho.com
to schedule a one on one demo
with one of our representatives.
C O NTAC T US:
1035 Cambridge Street,
Cambridge, MA 02141

BU S I NE S S

800.481.1085

Practice differentiation
Improved profitability

sales@lightforceortho.com

Limit bracket inventory
lightforceortho.com

A fully scalable digital-business model

O P E R AT I ONS
A complete end-to-end digital workflow
Opportunities to delegate
Increased intervals between appointments
Shorter and efficient patient visits
More efficient treatments
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LIGHTFORCEORTHO.COM | 1035 Cambridge Street, Cambridge, MA 02141 | 800-481-0185
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